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Hypotheses concerning the biologic embedding of early adversity via developmental neuroplasticity mechanisms have been proposed on the basis of experimental studies in animals. However, no studies have demonstrated a causal link between early adversity and neural development in humans. Here, we present evidence from a randomized controlled trial linking psychosocial deprivation in early childhood to changes in cortical development from childhood to adolescence using longitudinal data from the Bucharest Early Intervention Project. Changes in cortical structure due to randomization to foster care were most pronounced in the lateral and medial prefrontal cortex and in white matter tracts connecting the prefrontal and parietal cortex. Demonstrating the causal impact of exposure to deprivation on the development of neural structure highlights the importance of early placement into family-based care to mitigate lasting neurodevelopmental consequences associated with early-life deprivation.

INTRODUCTION
Exposure to psychosocial deprivation in the form of institutional rearing is associated with a wide range of adverse long-term outcomes, including impaired cognitive abilities (1–3), increased psychopathology (4, 5), and poor social functioning (6, 7). We and others have proposed that these negative developmental outcomes are the result of biological embedding of adversity, whereby early psychosocial experiences alter brain development, contributing to lasting changes in cognitive, emotional, and behavioral development (8, 9). However, to date, most support for these hypotheses comes from observational studies.

Early in development, the presence of sensitive and responsive caregivers not only provides young children with safety but also provides sensory, motoric, linguistic, and social stimulation that fosters learning (8, 10, 11). The absence of an invested caregiver deprives children of the back-and-forth interactions that facilitate the regulation of arousal and distress and limits opportunities for early learning that are critical for developing typical neural architecture (12). While experimental evidence demonstrates lasting differences in cognitive (13) and socioemotional development (14) among institutionally reared children, to date, no studies have demonstrated mechanisms via developmental neuroplasticity. Current evidence concerning the impact of institutional rearing on neurobiological development largely relies on observational evidence from children adopted out of institutions, limiting the degree to which causal relationships can be determined (12, 15–22). Here, we demonstrate the impact of exposure to psychosocial deprivation in early life on the development of neural structure into adolescence using an experimental design.

Previous evidence from the Bucharest Early Intervention Project (BEIP) has demonstrated that random assignment to a supportive caregiving environment through removal from institutional rearing and placement into foster care in early childhood can normalize stress response systems, basic learning mechanisms, cognitive function, and psychopathology in early and middle childhood among institutionally reared children (2, 4, 13, 23, 24). Our previous study of brain structure in the BEIP at 9 years revealed that exposure to institutional rearing was associated with smaller gray and white matter volume and global reductions in cortical thickness. At this time point, randomization out of institutional care and into foster care was associated with higher white matter integrity in the anterior and superior corona radiata, the internal and external capsule, and the cingulum (24) but not volume or thickness of cortical or subcortical structures (12, 20). With the exception of these findings, all prior evidence linking institutionalization with neural structure comes from observational studies of previously institutionalized children that may be hampered by selection effects influencing both the placement of children into institutions and adoption out of institutions (25, 26) [but see also (27)].

Observational studies show that institutional rearing has consistently been associated with reduced cortical gray matter volume in childhood (12), adolescence (18), and adulthood (28) and reduced cortical thickness across many regions of the cortex in childhood (20). Changes in cortical development following institutional rearing may contribute to the high rates of psychopathology and reductions in cognitive ability observed in previously institutionalized children [e.g., (1)]. Decreases in volume and surface area of prefrontal cortex (PFC) regions specifically—including the superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and orbitofrontal cortex—have been associated with institutionalization in both adolescent and adult samples...
Institutionalization has also been associated with global reductions in white matter volume and integrity, suggesting less robust structural connectivity. Previously institutionalized children demonstrate reductions in the volume and integrity of the corpus callosum (12, 18, 24) and reductions in white matter integrity in the uncinate fasciculus (36, 37), frontal-striatal tracts (24, 38, 39), and frontoparietal tracts (37), compared to children raised in families.

Here, we examine developmental change in neural structure from childhood to adolescence in the only randomized controlled trial of foster care as an alternative to institutional care for abandoned children (40). To characterize the neural structure in our sample, we examined the total gray matter volume, subcortical volume, cortical surface area and thickness, and structural integrity of white matter tracts. We first evaluate the impact of institutionalization on developmental change from 9 to 16 years of age and then on neural structure in late adolescence (at age 16). We examine associations between exposure to institutionalization and neural development compared to family rearing from birth. Next, we examine whether randomized placement into family-based care early in life alters neural development and whether the timing of placement influences neurodevelopment among the children randomized to foster care. Children were randomized into foster care between the ages of 6 and 36 months, allowing us to evaluate the presence of a sensitive period in early childhood (see consort diagram in fig. S1). Last, we examined whether the impact of institutional rearing on cortical structure is associated with psychopathology and cognitive ability in adolescence.

The unique experimental and longitudinal design of the BEIP study allows us to draw conclusions about the causal impact of early deprivation on neural development in adolescence. We hypothesized that random assignment to foster care intervention would alter patterns of developmental change, which we could observe, between 9 and 16 years, resulting in altered neural structure at 16 years. Given the known sensitive periods for neural development in infancy, we expected that earlier placement into foster care intervention would be associated with a more normative pattern of change of neural structure at age 16. Last, we predicted that differences in neural structure observed at 16 years would be associated with psychopathology and cognitive ability in adolescence.

RESULTS

Total brain volume
First, we examined change in whole-brain volume for gray and white matter at 9 and 16 years as a function of exposure to institutionalization, randomization to foster care, and timing of placement into foster care intervention. Changes in whole-brain gray and white matter volume across age did not differ for any group comparison (all \( P > 0.53 \)).

Next, we examined group differences in total gray and white matter volume at 16 years. As we observed previously in this sample at 9 years, children exposed to institutionalization had significantly lower global gray matter (\( F_{1,111} = 7.72, \ P = 0.006, \ \eta^2 = 0.065 \)), white matter (\( F_{1,111} = 11.25, \ P = 0.001, \ \eta^2 = 0.092 \)), and intracranial volume (\( F_{1,111} = 5.89, \ P = 0.004, \ \eta^2 = 0.096 \)) compared to never-institutionalized children. Exposure to institutionalization resulted in a 2.5 to 5.5% decrease in brain volume across these metrics, but gray matter volume for all groups still fell within about 1 SD of the mean on recently published brain charts (41) (https://brainchart.shinyapps.io/brainchart/). There were no differences as a function of randomization to the foster care intervention in gray matter (\( t_{80} = 0.10, \ P = 0.92, \ d = 0.023 \)), white matter (\( t_{60} = 1.40, \ P = 0.16, \ d = 0.310 \)), or total intracranial volume (\( t_{80} = 1.13, \ P = 0.13, \ d = 0.249 \); see table S3). Furthermore, age at placement into foster care intervention was not related to gray matter (\( F_{1,37} = 2.93, \ P = 0.10, \ \eta^2 = 0.073 \)), white matter (\( F_{1,37} = 1.73, \ P = 0.19, \ \eta^2 = 0.045 \)), or total intracranial volume (\( F_{1,37} = 1.62, \ P = 0.21, \ \eta^2 = 0.042 \)).

Subcortical volume
Change in subcortical volume from 9 to 16 years did not differ as a function of institutionalization, random assignment to foster care, or timing of the foster care intervention. There were no statistically significant effects of ever being exposed to institutionalization, foster care intervention, or timing of placement into foster care on subcortical gray matter volume at 16 years in any region (see the Supplementary Materials and table S3 for further information).

Cortical thickness and surface area
First, we examined change in cortical thickness and surface area from 9 to 16 years as a function of exposure to institutionalization, randomization to foster care, and timing of placement into foster care using a vertex-wise analysis corrected for multiple comparisons [false discovery rate (FDR) correction to \( P < 0.05 \)]. There were no differences in cortical development among previously institutionalized relative to never-institutionalized children when we examined change in thickness or surface area from 9 to 16 years. However, randomization to foster care and earlier timing of placement were associated with changes in cortical thickness over time. Specifically, cortical thickness decreased more from 9 to 16 years in the lateral and medial PFC as well as the precuneus for children randomized to foster care compared to children who remained in care as usual (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Children randomized into foster care before 24 months exhibited greater decreases in thickness in the lateral and medial PFC and precuneus from 9 to 16 years (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Surface area in the medial orbital frontal cortex also decreased more markedly between 9 and 16 years for children randomized before 24 months of age.
We then examined group differences in cortical thickness and surface area at 16 years using the same type of vertex-wise analysis, corrected for multiple comparisons. We observed differences in neural structure as a function of institutionalization, randomization to foster care, and timing of placement. At 16 years, children ever exposed to institutionalization had thicker cortex in the ACC, lateral PFC, and temporal pole and reduced cortical surface area relative to never-institutionalized adolescents in the bilateral ACC, bilateral medial and lateral inferior temporal cortex, bilateral insula, and posterior IFG (Fig. 2 and Table 2). Children randomized to foster care had a thinner cortex in the left ACC and IFG compared to adolescents who remained in prolonged institutional care at 16 years (Fig. 2 and Table 2). In contrast, children placed before versus after 24 months of age had thicker cortex in the caudal middle frontal gyrus (MFG) (Fig. 2 and Table 2). No effects of randomization to foster care or timing of placement were observed for surface area at 16 years.

To identify whether differences in neural structure by randomization into foster care observed at 16 years were directly related to the impact of randomization on longitudinal change in neural structure, we performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis. We extracted thickness at 9 and 16 years in the two regions that were significantly different in the whole-brain analysis between foster care and care-as-usual participants at 16 years (i.e., ACC and IFG). In this analysis, every participant with at least one data point at 9 and/or 16 years was included [N = 90, care-as-usual group (CAUG) = 45 and foster care group (FCG) = 45]. We used latent change score analysis (42) to examine change in thickness from 9 to 16 years in the ACC and IFG (see fig. S2 for a depiction of the model). Analyses were run in Mplus version 7.0, and were performed using an estimator that is robust to non-normality when there are missing data (maximum likelihood with robust SEs). Missing data were handled using full information maximum likelihood estimation. We fit two separate models (one for ACC and one for IFG) with randomization group as a predictor of change in thickness over time. For both the ACC and IFG, there was a significant association between intervention group and change in thickness from 9 to 16 years {ACC: B [95% confidence interval (CI)] = −0.10 [−0.17, −0.02], P = 0.01; IFG: B [95% CI] = −0.08 [−0.13, −0.03], P = 0.003}, such that those assigned to foster care showed greater declines in thickness over time.

Neural structure, psychopathology, and cognition

Last, we sought to characterize the relevance of observed differences in neural structure by intervention group for psychopathology given the impact that early institutionalization has on mental health (14, 43). We examined associations between psychopathology as measured by bifactor scores ["p" factor and internalizing and externalizing factors (43); see the Supplementary Materials for methods] and cortical thickness in the two regions (ACC and IFG), which showed a significant impact of randomization to foster care at 16 years.
Table 1. Differences in longitudinal change in gray matter structure by group. Regions with significant change in cortical thickness and surface area from 9 to 16 years of age for the children who remained in care as usual relative to children randomly assigned to foster care intervention as well as differences for children within the FCG who were randomly assigned before and after 24 months of age. L, left; R, right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>z value of max vertex</th>
<th>P value of cluster</th>
<th>Approximate coordinates of max vertex in MNI space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged institutionalization (n = 27) &gt; foster care (n = 23; thickness)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L post sup front cortex</td>
<td>1419</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L ant sup front cortex</td>
<td>3924</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>&gt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R mid cingulate</td>
<td>1494</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sup front cortex</td>
<td>2133</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 24 months (n = 13) &gt; before 24 months (n = 10; thickness)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L med orbital front cortex</td>
<td>2153</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>&gt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L sup front cortex</td>
<td>1329</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sup front cortex</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R lat occipital cortex</td>
<td>3252</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>&gt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precuneus</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 24 months (n = 13) &gt; before 24 months (n = 10; area)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R lat orbital front cortex</td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All analyses controlled for age at scan and gender. Thickness in the ACC was positively associated with externalizing factor scores ($\beta = 0.25$, $t = 2.02$, $P = 0.047$, $f^2 = 0.10$) but not the p factor ($\beta = 0.03$, $t = 0.29$, $P = 0.78$, $f^2 = 0.001$) or internalizing factor ($\beta = 0.07$, $t = 0.69$, $P = 0.54$, $f^2 = 0.005$; fig. S3). Thickness in the IFG was not related to any psychopathology factor (see the Supplementary Materials). The association was in the expected direction where thicker cortex in the IFG correlates with increased IQ at age 18. These associations were not robust to additional controls for group membership.

We also examined associations between cognitive ability as measured by full-scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) at 18 years (13) and thickness in the same two regions. ACC thickness was not associated with FSIQ at 18 years ($\beta = 0.13$, $t = 1.15$, $P = 0.25$, $f^2 = 0.019$), but IFG thickness was ($\beta = 0.24$, $t = -1.97$, $P = 0.05$, $f^2 = 0.055$). The association was in the expected direction where thicker cortex in the IFG at 16 years was associated with higher IQ at age 18. These associations were not robust to additional controls for group membership.

**White matter integrity**

We examined white matter integrity as a function of institutionalization, randomization to foster care, and timing of placement after correcting for multiple comparisons across each of the 18 tracts, locations ($n = 33$ to 72 locations per tract), and diffusivity measures [fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD)]. Two locations on the left anterior thalamic radiation had significantly increased MD and RD for children exposed to institutionalization relative to those raised in families since birth, and one location on the right superior longitudinal fasciculus (parietal division) had significantly increased MD (Fig. 3 and Table 3). Ten locations on three tracts differed as a function of randomization to foster care relative to those randomized to foster care (Fig. 3 and Table 3). One location in a different area had significantly increased AD for children who experienced prolonged institutionalization relative to those randomized to foster care (Fig. 3 and Table 3). Ten locations on three tracts differed as a function of randomization to foster care. Seven of the 10 locations were located in the left uncinate fasciculus and 6 of these 7 locations had significantly increased AD for children who experienced prolonged institutionalization relative to those randomized to foster care (Fig. 3 and Table 3). One location in a different area had significantly increased MD for the children who remained in care as usual compared to the FCG. Moreover, two locations on the superior longitudinal fasciculus (parietal division) had significantly decreased FA, and one region on the forceps minor had significantly decreased MD for children in care as usual relative to the FCG (Fig. 3 and Table 3). No regions exhibited significantly different FA, MD, RD, or AD values between children who were randomized to foster care before and after 24 months of age after correcting for multiple comparisons.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we provide the first evidence from a randomized controlled trial that profound psychosocial neglect early in life affects structural neurodevelopment from middle childhood to adolescence using a
longitudinal randomized controlled trial design. We show that longitudinal changes in cortical thickness from middle childhood to adolescence vary as a function of foster care intervention and timing of removal from institutional care in infancy. Specifically, children randomly assigned to foster care had greater thinning of the PFC from 9 to 16 years than children who remained in institutional care. In addition, among those randomized to foster care, children removed from institutional care before 24 months showed increased thinning in these same regions relative to those removed later. Rapid cortical thinning in association cortices occurs during adolescence (44, 45), making the reduced thinning observed among children exposed to prolonged institutional rearing a deviation from the expected developmental pattern.

These altered patterns of neurodevelopment from 9 to 16 years resulted in a thinner cortex in prefrontal areas (e.g., dorsal ACC and right IFG) by 16 years for children who were randomized to foster care relative to those who remained in care as usual. Previous observational studies have associated exposure to institutionalization with atypical gray matter structure in the ACC (16, 29) and IFG (28), and our findings indicate that the impact of early exposure to deprivation on developmental change of gray matter may drive this effect. Cortical thickness in these regions was associated with relevant outcomes. Thickness in the ACC at 16 years was positively associated with externalizing psychopathology from a bifactor model. This finding is consistent with a significant body of work linking the function and structure of the ACC with externalizing symptoms in populations of participants not exposed to institutionalization (46, 47) and with data demonstrating that ACC function and connectivity mediate the link between other forms of adversity and externalizing psychopathology (48, 49). Thickness in the IFG, but not ACC, was negatively associated with cognitive ability at 18 years. This is consistent with a robust body of work linking lateral PFC function and structure with IQ [e.g., (50)].

Compared to children exposed to institutional care, children raised in families from birth had a thinner cortex in the medial PFC, IFG, and temporal pole. These findings were in similar areas and in the same direction as the differences observed as a function of randomization to foster care, suggesting a long-term impact of institutional care on brain structure through adolescence.

These results are substantively different from those that we previously reported at 9 years, at which point we observed more marked thinning, particularly in the posterior regions of the brain, for previously institutionalized children (20), and no effects of the foster care intervention. However, our current results are consistent with recent findings from the English-Romanian Adoptees study acquired in postpubertal participants (28), showing that previously institutionalized young adults had increased thickness, relative to never-institutionalized peers, in the right temporal pole and IFG, a finding that we replicate when comparing similar groups in this analysis. Together, these patterns suggest meaningful differences in the impact of deprivation on neurodevelopment in childhood relative to adolescence.
While proliferation of synaptic connections in the PFC occurs in early prenatal life just as in the primary sensory cortex, pruning of these connections occurs most robustly in adolescence (45). One possible explanation for these findings is that the reduction in expected social and cognitive inputs from caregivers (8, 10) in early life among institutionally reared children results in decreased synaptic proliferation or early pruning as sensitive periods in the PFC open (51). This is consistent with the pattern of reduced gray matter volume and widespread cortical thinning for children exposed to institutionalization at 9 years in this sample. For children who do not experience these expected social and cognitive inputs before 24 months, this may lead to early closing of windows of plasticity before the developmental period—in this case, adolescence—when neural circuits in the association cortex are most likely to be influenced by experiential inputs (52). Thus, this early deprivation appears to stunt ongoing circuit refinement in adolescence, flattening the typically steep trajectory of cortical thinning during this period. Given the long trajectory of structural development in the association cortex, these findings are consistent with an early sensitive period for PFC development in the first 2 years of life that lays the foundation for subsequent developmental trajectories and windows of sensitivity to environmental influences that reopen in adolescence. These findings are consistent with many other examples from this sample where children randomized to foster care earlier versus later exhibit higher IQ (13), reduced blunting of the stress response (23), and more typical neural function (53) in middle childhood and adolescence.

In addition, when we examined the impact of timing of randomization out of the institution, we saw that children randomized into family care before 24 months of age had relatively thicker cortex in the MFG in adolescence than those randomized later. In contrast, children randomized to foster care had a thinner cortex in the ACC and IFG at 16 years. The MFG has a longer developmental trajectory than most other areas in the brain, including other regions of the PFC (44, 45). It may be that the period of marked pruning where adolescent environmental experiences refine circuit development involving the MFG remains ongoing beyond the age of 16 years and that we will observe a thinner cortex in this region in early...
adulthood for children randomized to foster care, particularly when placement occurs in the first 2 years of life.

We also observed decreased white matter integrity for children randomized to prolonged institutional care compared to those randomized to foster care, and for previously institutionalized children compared to never-institutionalized children, in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, a white matter tract connecting the lateral PFC to the parietal cortex that supports working memory and executive functions (54). Randomization to foster care was also associated with greater white matter integrity in the uncinate fasciculus, a tract that connects the inferior PFC with the amygdala and anterior temporal cortex, consistent with prior observational studies documenting reduced structural integrity of this tract among previously institutionalized children (36, 37).

The results of this investigation are remarkably consistent across measurements of cortical thickness, surface area, and white matter integrity, as well as when examining deprivation as a function of institutionalization relative to family rearing, as a function of random assignment to foster care, or timing of placement into foster care. In all cases, we observe a profound effect of early and prolonged exposure to deprivation on the development of the PFC. These findings document the effects of institutionalization on trajectories of frontoparietal circuit refinement during adolescence that may (55) account for the influence of early deprivation on executive function (56). In addition, we see changes in the development and structure of cortical thickness in the ventral ACC as well as in the integrity of the uncinate fasciculus as a function of exposure to institutional care. Given the role of this tract and medial prefrontal regions in emotional processing and social cognition (57), these differences may contribute to long-term risk for psychopathology in previously institutionalized children (14). Future studies are needed to clarify associations between altered trajectories of structural brain development and adverse cognitive and socioemotional outcomes among institutionally reared children.

We found that previously institutionalized adolescents had smaller overall gray and white matter volumes compared to their never-institutionalized peers in adolescence, replicating other studies (17, 28, 58), including findings from this sample at 9 years (12). Although we did not observe a significant effect of randomization into foster care on total gray, white, or intracranial volume, the effect sizes that we observed for these comparisons were small, and it is possible that we would have observed this effect with a larger sample size. Relatedly, we observed that ever-institutionalized adolescents had a smaller surface area compared to those never exposed to institutionalization across much of the cortex including the superior parietal, insula, and temporal cortex. This pattern of findings could reflect either selection effects associated with exposure to early institutionalization (e.g., children who thrive in the first few weeks of life are less likely to be placed in an institution initially) or the impact of institutionalization across much of the cortex including the superior parietal, insula, and temporal cortex. This pattern of findings could reflect either selection effects associated with exposure to early institutionalization or the impact of institutionalization on brain development in infancy. Work in other samples examining the association between polygenic risk scores and indices of prenatal risk on total brain volume are consistent with the possibility that early experiences during infancy contribute to the overall reductions in total cortical volume in institutionalized children (28). In addition, the BEIP sample was carefully screened for prenatal risk (e.g., alcohol) and genetic and neurological abnormalities before enrollment (40), reducing the likelihood that selection effects explain this finding and further highlighting the importance of early experience in shaping total brain volume.

Fig. 3. Differences in white matter structure by group at 16 years. (A) Clusters of significant difference in white matter integrity between children ever exposed to institutionalization and those never exposed to institutionalization in the (a) left anterior thalamic radiation and (b) the right longitudinal fasciculus. (B) Clusters of significant difference in white matter integrity between children randomly assigned to foster care relative to those who remained in institutions in the (a) forceps minor, the (b) left longitudinal fasciculus, and the (c) right uncinate fasciculus.
Institutionalization, randomization to foster care, and timing of placement were not related to subcortical volume for any structure, including the amygdala, replicating earlier results in this sample (12) and other studies (16, 28). This finding contrasts with two prior studies reporting institutionalization-related differences in the amygdala (22) and hippocampus (18), both examining children who were adopted internationally. It is possible that methodological differences in measurement (e.g., our use of FreeSurfer) or sample composition (e.g., the bias that might occur among children adopted out of institutions) may contribute to our observation of this null result. Given that more recent studies using larger samples and improved methods for estimating subcortical volume have not found an impact of institutionalization on subcortical structure (12, 16, 28), the preponderance of evidence suggests that this association, if it exists, is small and varies markedly across development (59).

**Limitations**

We note that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data at age 9 and 16 years were acquired using different scanners, although scanners were matched for manufacture and scanner strength, and pulse sequences used were similar between time points. We elected to perform longitudinal processing across these time points, taking steps to confirm the appropriateness of this analytic decision. Combining data across scanners has become commonplace (60). In line with previous research, we used tests of heteroskedasticity to examine whether combining samples was appropriate but, because we do not have the same age of participants acquired at both scanners, were unable to perform ComBat or a similar batch correction method. However, we were able to replicate known developmental trends in this dataset (31) (e.g., general reductions in cortical thickness across time; fig. S4 and table S2), which reassured us that our estimates of cortical structure were reliable and comparable across time points.

Recent policies, such as the incarceration and/or separation of children and families attempting to enter the United States, have reinvigorated the debate about the long-term impacts of institutionalization of children, even for short periods (61). Here, we provide evidence for causal effects of early-life institutionalization on neurodevelopmental trajectories lasting into the second decade of life. The unique longitudinal and experimental design of the BEIP provides strong evidence for effects of early-life deprivation on neurodevelopmental trajectories persisting into late adolescence, with the largest effects in the association cortex, most notably the PFC and white matter tracts connecting the PFC to other regions. In addition, these results indicate that ongoing exposure to institutionalization into adolescence continues to affect further refinement of neural structure, which typically occurs in adolescence. Our findings suggest that these lasting neurodevelopmental effects of early deprivation may explain the enduring impacts of institutional rearing on multiple domains of functioning, including cognitive ability and psychopathology. These findings highlight the critical importance of identifying family-based

---

**Table 3. Differences in white matter structure by group at 16 years.** Significant differences in white matter integrity between children who had ever been exposed to institutionalization and those raised in families as well as between those randomized to foster care intervention and those assigned to remain in care as usual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tract</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>FDR-corrected</th>
<th>Approximate coordinates of max vertex in MNI space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever-institutionalized (n = 81) &gt; never-institutionalized (n = 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L ant thalamic radiation</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>3.663</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>−13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>3.541</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>−12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sup longitudinal fasciculus</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>−12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged institutionalization (n = 41) &gt; foster care (n = 41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forceps minor</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>−3.67</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>−9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L sup longitudinal fasciculus</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>−3.29</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>−39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>−3.45</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>−39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L uncinate fasciculus</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>−19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>−19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>−19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>−19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>−3.69</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>−16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>−3.41</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>−15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>−32.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alternatives to institutionalization for children and the importance of working through policy and practice to reduce the likelihood that children are separated from their families.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

The BEIP is a longitudinal study of children raised from early infancy in institutions in Bucharest, Romania. It is the only randomized controlled trial of foster care as an alternative to institutional rearing. A sample of 136 children (aged 6 to 30 months) was recruited from six institutions for young children in Bucharest. An age-matched sample of 72 community-reared children born at the same hospitals as the children in institutions was recruited from pediatric clinics in Bucharest and comprised the never-institutionalized group (NIG). Between 6 and 33 months of age, half of the children in the institutionalized group were randomized to a high-quality foster care intervention, resulting in two groups: the FCG and the group exposed to prolonged institutional care (CAUG). Together, this comprises the ever-institutionalized group (EIG). The BEIP was initiated at the request of the Secretary of State for Child Protection in Romania. All study procedures were approved by the local commissions on child protection in Bucharest, the Romanian ministry of health, and the institutional review boards of the home institutions of the three principal investigators (C.A.N., N.A.F., and C.H.Z.). At each round of data collection, consent and assent were obtained from the participant and their legal guardian. A more complete description of procedures used to ensure ethical integrity has been published previously and commented on by the scientific community (62, 63).

Previously, we reported on neural structure in this sample from data acquired when participants were about 9 years of age (12, 20, 24). At our earlier time point, we acquired data from N = 81 participants ranging from 8.10 to 11.66 years of age (M = 9.76, SD = 0.79; 52% female). Here, we report on longitudinal change between 9 and 16 years of age for N = 64 participants with data at both time points (N = 23 FCG; N = 27 CAUG; N = 14 NIG; 51.5% female; on average, 9.84 years at time 1 and 16.68 years at time 2). We additionally report on longitudinal change in individuals in the FCG who were randomized before 24 months (N = 10) and those randomized after 24 months (N = 13). When participants were 16 years of age, 11 years after the formal randomized controlled trial had ended, we acquired structural MRI data from 115 participants (N = 41 FCG; N = 41 CAUG; N = 33 NIG; 49% female; 15.55 to 17.97 years of age). Of the children in the FCG group, N = 21 were randomized before 24 months and N = 20 were randomized after 24 months. For the ROI analysis where we use linear mixed effects (LME) models to examine longitudinal change in regions observed to be different between groups at 16 years, we have N = 90 participants in the FCG (N = 45) and CAUG (N = 45) with at least one time point of data at 8 or 16 years. Compared to the NIG, children in the EIG were younger [t(115) = 2.31, P = 0.02], and there was a marginally longer time between their time 1 and time 2 imaging sessions [t(115) = 1.95, P = 0.06], but they did not differ in gender distribution (P = 0.39). No significant differences were found between the CAUG and FCG in age (P = 0.44), gender (P = 0.66), or duration between time 1 and time 2 (P = 0.24) (see table S1). In all analyses examining brain structure between EIG and NIG, we include age in months at imaging session and gender as covariates. One participant who had been randomized to the CAUG group did not have usable structural MRI data, and their cortical thickness and surface area data were removed from all analyses involving those outcomes (see consort diagram in fig. S1).

MRI acquisition

At time 1 and time 2, structural magnetic resonance images were acquired on Siemens 1.5 T systems. Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation were performed with the FreeSurfer image analysis suite (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). Diffusion-weighted data were analyzed using TRActs Constrained by UnderLying Anatomy (TRACULA; 64), an automatic reconstruction tool for identifying major white matter tracts from diffusion-weighted images and measuring the diffusion within these tracts at a set number of locations. The acquisition sequences for gray matter data differed in minor ways across acquisitions. Following recommendations (60, 65), we documented that there was no evidence of heteroskedasticity before completing our longitudinal analysis. Please see the Supplementary Materials for details about data acquisition, analysis, and tests of heteroskedasticity.

Data acquisition parameters

At time 1, structural magnetic resonance images were acquired at Regina Maria Health Center (Bucharest, Romania) on a Siemens Magnetom Avanto 1.5 T Syngo system. Images were obtained using a transverse magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo three-dimensional sequence [echo time (TE) = 2.98 ms, TI = 1000 ms, flip angle = 8, 176 slices with isometric voxels of 1 mm by 1 mm by 1 mm] with a 16-channel head coil. The repetition time (TR) for this sequence varied between 1650 and 1910. Data from five subjects were acquired in the sagittal plane; data from one subject were acquired in the coronal plane. Acquisition parameters did not differ by group membership nor were they associated with scan quality.

At time 2, structural magnetic resonance images were acquired at Santador Hospital (Bucharest, Romania) on a Siemens Magnetom 1.5 T Syngo system. Images were obtained using an MP3DGE sequence [TE = 3.5 ms, TI = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7, 192 slices with isometric voxels of 1 mm by 1 mm by 1 mm, TR = 2530, acceleration factor 2 (using GRAPPA)] with an eight-channel head coil. In addition, at this time point, multiple diffusion-weighted images were acquired in 30 directions. Scan parameters were as follows: b = 1000 s/mm², TE/TR = 88 ms/8500 s, with a partial Fourier coverage of 7/8 and an acceleration factor of 2, 216-mm field of view, and slices of 2 mm without gap, to yield a voxel size of 2 mm by 2 mm by 2 mm.

The pulse sequences and scanner differed between time 1 and time 2. Combining data from multiple sites has become commonplace, particularly when it comes to structural neuroimaging studies (60). In studies that compare structural data from the same participant acquired on multiple scanners, scanner manufacturer, field strength, and utilization of a similar pulse sequence are the strongest predictors of differences in estimations of neural structure (65). Because we hold these factors constant from baseline to follow-up and use similar pulse sequences to acquire our data, it is likely that quantification of the neural structure from the study sites we combine here is comparable. While we were unable to acquire structural imaging data from each site on the same participant at the same age to directly test the comparability of our acquisitions, we tested for heteroskedasticity in models including scanner site before completing our longitudinal analysis. Specifically, we found—in univariate models that included age at the time of scan, gender, group
membership, and site of data acquisition—that there was no evidence for heteroskedasticity using White’s test for total cortical volume (χ² = 7.51, P = 0.82), right amygdala volume (χ² = 8.70, P = 0.73), left amygdala volume (χ² = 14.75, P = 0.26), mean right hemisphere cortical thickness (χ² = 17.45, P = 0.13), or mean left hemisphere cortical thickness (χ² = 19.38, P = 0.08). In addition, we found no evidence for heteroskedasticity of cortical thickness in two areas of the cortex that emerged as significantly different between groups, the ACC [right (χ² = 14.93, P = 0.25) and left (χ² = 12.19, P = 0.43)] and the IFG [right (χ² = 17.16, P = 0.14) and left (χ² = 14.03, P = 0.29)]. In addition, on visual inspection, none of the residual plots for these variables exhibited evidence of heteroskedasticity. We begin the longitudinal data analysis results with a description of our longitudinal results that do not consider moderation by group membership entirely to demonstrate that we can replicate commonly described changes in neural structure related to age. We provide this information as a reassurance that the current longitudinal analysis is likely to be valid.

**Gray matter analysis**
FreeSurfer (version 5.0 for 8-year and 5.3 for 16-year and longitudinal analysis) processing includes motion correction of a volumetric T1-weighted image, removal of nonbrain tissue using a hybrid watershed/surface deformation procedure (66), automated Talairach transformation, previously validated in pediatric populations, and segmentation of the subcortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric structures, separately validated for use with pediatric populations (67). This analysis yields estimates of cortical thickness and surface area that can be analyzed vertex by vertex across the entire cortex. FreeSurfer morphometric procedures have demonstrated good test-retest reliability across scanner manufacturers and field strengths (68). For the longitudinal analysis, images were processed with the longitudinal stream (69). An unbiased within-subject template space and image were created using robust, inverse consistent registration (70). Processing steps such as skull stripping, Talairach transforms, atlas registration, spherical surface maps, and parcellations are then initialized with common information from the within-subject template. These methods, in summary, significantly increase reliability and statistical power (69).

**White matter analysis**
TRACULA uses probabilistic tractography constrained by the individual subject’s anatomy derived from FreeSurfer cortical parcellation and subcortical segmentation; tracts and diffusion are identified in native space. For each participant, 18 tracts were identified (forceps major and forceps minor, right and left anterior thalamic radiation, cingulum angular bundle and cingulate gyrus, cortical spinal tract, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, superior longitudinal fasciculus parietal segment and temporal segment, and uncinate fasciculus). Each tract is composed of between 33 and 79 locations. For each location, FA, MD, RD, and AD were calculated. We examined group differences in FA, MD, RD, and AD using two-sample t tests. We report significant differences between groups after FDR correction for multiple comparisons (71, 72).

**Psychopathology**
General psychopathology (p factor) as well as internalizing- and externalizing-specific factors were measured as saved factor scores from a previously estimated bifactor model in which multiple domains of psychopathology were assessed from caregiver and teacher reports on the MacArthur Health and Behavior Questionnaire (73). Each of the eight domains of psychopathology was modeled using a general factor (p factor) that captured common variance across all psychopathology domains, as well as their respective internalizing- and externalizing-specific factors. More details on the estimation of this model can be found in a prior study by our group (43). The factor scores (p, internalizing, and externalizing) at age 16 from this model were then output and used as manifest variables in the current analysis.

**Cognitive ability**
At the age of 18 years, cognitive ability was assessed via the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition [WISC-IV (74)]. The WISC-IV includes 10 subtests, with 5 additional supplemental subtests, and assesses cognitive ability in four domains: verbal comprehension, perceptual reasoning, working memory, and processing speed. The WISC-IV was translated from English to Romanian, and specific items were altered, given cultural context (e.g., names of historical figures). We computed an FSIQ composite score using the 10 subtest scores and age 16 norms. We followed test rules and substituted tests that were “spoiled” with substitutions from supplemental tests. Because of the need to translate the WISC-IV into Romanian for this study, a policy was implemented whereby substitutions for subtests by a supplemental test were used if participants achieved a standard score of less than 5 on the original subtest. When both an original unspoiled subtest and a supplemental subtest in the same domain were administered, the subtest with the highest score was used to estimate the FSIQ score [for more details about this “benefit of the doubt” approach to scoring, see (75)]. Five participants were identified by BEIP staff as too cognitively impaired to participate in the WISC-IV; these participants’ scores were imputed to 40.

Given the complexity of administering a normed assessment in a context and language for which official norms were not available, we took several steps to address potential floor effects in this sample. We administered the WISC-IV rather than the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (76) and used the oldest possible age norm to standardize scores (i.e., 16 years). Second, trained Romanian psychologists, supervised by U.S. clinical psychologists, provided the supplemental tests in relevant domains if participants obtained a scaled score of 5 or below on one of the 10 primary subtests. Scoring was then determined by taking the higher of the two subscales if a supplemental test was administered.

**Group comparisons**
First, we examine the volume of cortical gray matter, white matter, corpus callosum, and six subcortical structures (amygdala, hippocampus, caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, and thalamus). For diffusion-weighted imaging findings, we first compare FA, MD, RD, and AD at each location on 18 tracts. We performed all analyses of these data in SPSS 28. We first compare ever-institutionalized children (EIG) to never-institutionalized children (NIG). This comparison documents the likely impact of exposure to institutionalization on neural structure and is similar to analyses in other postinstitutionalized samples. For comparisons at 16 years, we use a general linear model (GLM) analysis controlling for covariates, and for longitudinal analysis, we use a mixed between-within repeated-measures GLM, again controlling for covariates; we correct for multiple comparisons using FDR. Next, we examine the impact of random assignment...
to foster care intervention within the EIG using two-sample, two-tailed t tests, and we correct for multiple comparisons using FDR. This comparison is unique to this sample and allows us to draw causal conclusions about the impact of prolonged institutionalization on neural structure. Last, within the foster care intervention group, we perform an exploratory analysis where we examine whether the age at which children were randomly assigned to foster care intervention affected cortical development, again using two-sample, two-tailed t tests; we correct for multiple comparisons using FDR. GLM analyses control for age and sex; longitudinal analyses control for time (in months) elapsed between the two scans.

Next, we use a whole-brain vertex-wise analysis to examine cortical surface area and thickness; again, using GLM in longitudinal analyses, we control for the time between scans, and when comparing EIG to NIG, we additionally control for age and gender. All analyses are two-tailed, and we report directionality of effects as well as presence of differences. These analyses are controlled for multiple comparisons using a cluster correction method implemented in FreeSurfer (vertex level –log10P = 1.3, cluster correction to P < 0.05) (77). For gray matter analyses, we first report longitudinal change from 9 to 16 years for the subset of participants for which we had two time points of data, followed by overall group differences at 16 years of age. For white matter, we focus only on group differences at age 16 (and not longitudinal change), because the diffusion acquisition and analytic strategy differed substantially between these two time points.

We examined associations between cortical thickness in regions affected by institutionalization at 16 years of age and both psychopathology at the age of 16 years and IQ at the age of 18 years using an ROI analysis. Specifically, we extracted cortical thickness in the regions that were significantly different between the CAUG and FCG (the left ACC and IFG) in the whole-brain analysis. We examined associations between cortical structure and psychopathology at 16 years of age using these ROIs controlling for age at MRI scan and gender. We additionally conducted models in which group assignment was covaried (dummy-coded as 0 = CAUG and 1 = FCG).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abn4316

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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